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ELECTORAL COMMISSION REPORT
Executive Summary
On

December

, the Speaker of Parliament issued the Writ to the Electoral Commissioner for the

conduct of a by-election for the Constituency of Ubenide. The by-election was scheduled for

th

January

to fill a vacant seat following the untimely demise of the late Hon. Valdon Dowiyogo M.P. Nauru has

had nine

by-elections since

, including this year, which uses the preferential system to fill a vacant

seat in any of the respective constituencies.

The Commission conducted the election as prescribed under the Act. It implemented several preparatory

electoral activities including awareness, information sessions, training, registration, planning, budgeting &

procurement. The electoral experts and legal advisors from overseas and locally were also sought to
provide further advice and assistance on the preferential counting system.

All proxy applications were processed for approval prior to the closing date on

were a total number of

proxy forms that were received from

th

January

. There

different countries/cities. In view of

time constraint, there were no appointed witnesses to the proxy forms except through representatives

from embassies, consulates and notaries. The Commissioner visited Kiribati to process the proxies as there

were reports of slow or no internet access as well as to avoid repetition of conflicting issues that arose from
the

election. Nibok had the highest percentage of proxy applications

% and Denigomodu with the least

There were two

%.

% with Baitis

%, Uaboe

significant additional changes made in the by-election. Firstly, the Commission

introduced a photographic display of candidates which were posted on the polling booth to assist voters in
their choice of candidates, and secondly, there was an amendment to the Electoral Act
to the transfer of registration under section
purpose of a by-election.

which related

of the Act wherein there is no transfer of registration for the

POLLING DAY
The election day was conducted in accordance to the Act and without any known or reported incident. All
polling places in the four respective districts Baitsi, Uaboe Nibok and Denigomodu were opened at am

and closed at pm after which the ballot boxes were dispatched to Parliament House accompanied by the

Police and the Presiding officers.
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A total number of

candidates stood for the Ubenide by-election with no withdrawals. Poster displays of

each candidate were posted within the polling booths and an exit poll survey was used to determine voters’
reaction to the photos. About

. % of the respondents indicated that the photo display helped or assisted

their selection in the election while
initial selection. In general,

at every election.

There was a total of

% indicated the photo display did not influence or change their

% of the respondents agreed that the candidates’ photos should be displayed

residences that were visited for those who were too ill to go to the poll. Most of the

mobile voting were conducted in homes
Correctional

% , while a small percentage were in hospital

%.

% and

Counting of the ballot papers took place at Parliament House however there was a -hour delay in the

count due to unaccounted ballot papers for Baitsi and Denigomodu districts. This was eventually sorted out
but the delay meant late pronouncement of the results.

THE RESULTS
The total number of registered voters in Ubenide was reported to be ,
percentage of total voter turnout therefore was

with

absentees. The

% of which % of those who did not cast their votes

were either overseas at the time of the election, sick, or without an excuse. On counting night, the total

ballot papers casted was ,

of which ,

were counted as formal votes and

as informal. The total

valid or formal votes therefore was used to determine the outcome of the results for the candidates
whereby a candidate will need an ABSOLUTE MAJORITY or more than
elected. In this case, he/she will need
that Mrs. Gabrissa Hartman had
who had only

% of the formal votes to be

or more votes to secure a seat. After the tally, it was determined

absolute majority of the preferential votes from Mr. Wawani Dowiyogo

and thus Mrs. Hartman was declared as elected member for Ubenide.

POST ELECTION ISSUES
The Commission received one (1) request for a recount from one of the candidates. The request for a
recount was (a) to contest the use of the preferential system used; (b) to request for a total breakdown of
results (c) allegations of discrepancies in the voting count. In reply to this request the Electoral
Commissioner deemed that there were no real substantive issues to consider for an order to do a recount.
Apart from this, there were no other petitions received.
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LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Commission noted that there were some confusions regarding the outcome of the results. The use of
the preferential counting system in a by-election, as opposed to the Dowdell counting system which was

widely used in general elections, was the cause for the confusion The last time a by-election took place in
Nauru was in

and the time span since then have left many of our young voters today without prior

knowledge of the preferential counting method used in a by-election.

The Commission further noted that, due to time constraint, it can only conduct one voters’ session and a

candidates’ session where the use of the preferential counting method was fully discussed. Moreover, the
number of attendees was reported to be less than

people and similar turnout was noted in the previous

general election. An effective and comprehensive communication strategy will need to be developed if
voters are to be fully informed.

It was further noted that there was dissatisfaction with the lengthy delay to broadcast the results during

the counting process. The Commission was of the view that since it has yet to determine the result during
the count that it was not required to announce any progressive result until confirmed. However, after

further consideration, and for the sake of transparency if not to avoid confusion and conflict, it may be
deemed prudent to announce the progressive results in future by-elections.

In consideration of the issues raised in this report, the Commission recommends the following:

a) Based on its observation, public feedback and the exit poll survey that was conducted on the
effectiveness of the photo display of candidates to assist voters, amendment to Schedule
Electoral Act

of the

to include a photo display of the candidates alongside their names on the ballot

paper in future elections needs to be considered for implementation.

b) To ensure transparency and avoid confusion in the result of the by-election, that progressive
results will need to be announced throughout the counting process.

c) In accordance with section

of the Act that appointment of presiding officers and election

officials needs to be addressed on a longer term in order to carry out the provisions of the Act with
due diligence including intensive and detailed training in the long run.

d) In order to increase awareness and knowledge of our electoral system, that a communication

strategy needs to be developed to ensure the general public is well informed and be satisfied with
the electoral results.

e) Increase further training of its staff and electoral officials to cover all aspects of the preferential
and Dowdell system and their important role in ensuring all votes are accounted for.
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f)

Constant update to ensure accuracy of the electoral roll and to avoid duplicates, or eligible voters
being turned away because his/her name is not on the roll.

Joseph Cain

Electoral Commissioner
March
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Chapter

Pre-Election Period

. BACKGROUND

On

December

, the Speaker of Parliament issued the Writ to the Electoral Commissioner for the

conduct of a by-election for the Constituency of Ubenide. Following the untimely demise of the late Hon.
Valdon Dowiyogo M.P, the date for the by-election for Ubenide Constituency was scheduled for
. Nauru has had nine

by-elections since

th

January

, including this year, which uses the preferential

system to fill a vacant seat in any of the respective constituencies.

The table below shows the historical timeline of the by-elections held over the preceding years.
By-Election Year

Constituency

1992

Boe

1994

Ubenide

1998

Buada

1998

Yaren

1998

Ubenide

1998

Meneng

1998

Boe

2002

Yaren

2017

Ubenide

The Commission implemented several preparatory electoral activities prior to the election per the
following:
1)

AWARENESS CAMPAIGN:

Announcements of electoral issues and events were broadcasted on Radio Nauru and Nauru TV
2)

including GIO and text blast messaging.

INFORMATION SESSIONS:

Voters and candidates’ information sessions were held in the evening of

th

January at Nauru

College. The turnout to these sessions left much to be desired as there were only less than

people who turned up for the sessions. It should be noted that a similar number of voters was
Page
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reported in the previous general election. Detailed information on the session is appended at
Annexure .

) TRAINING:
A one day training was conducted at the police conference room for election officials. The total
number of election officials who took part was
Officers

and Scrutineers & Counting officials

comprising of the Polling Clerks

, Presiding

. Due to the difficulty of the preferential

counting system, the Commission also did an in-house training with the former Returning Officer,
Mr. Michael Cain and further advice was provided by the electoral experts Mrs. Judy Birkenhead

and the Legal Adviser, Mr. Qetaki both of whom were off-island. The training manual is appended
at Annexure .

) REGISTRATION:
The total number of registered voters was ,
with
the percentage of voter turnout and votes casted.

absentees. The graph below illustrates
`

Total Summary Voter Turnouts
by Districts

600
500

Uaboe
350
21%

Total Votes

Denig
363
21%

Baitsi
416
24%

Votes Casted vs Votes Not Casted

Nibok
577
34%

Nibok
518

400
300
200

Denig
336

Baitsi
386

Uaboe
310

100
27

59

40

Denig

Nibok

Uaboe

Districts
Denig

5)

Nibok

Uaboe

Votes Casted

Baitsi

Not Casted

AGE GROUP BY GENDER BY DISTRICT:
There’s an even distribution in the age groups between the number of males and females in nearly
all the districts. Most the voters were in the

Page
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0

s-

s age group which showed a relatively young

Baitsi
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voter turnout although a greater number of females than males were represented as illustrated
below.

Total Summary of Voters in Age Groups & by Gender

TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE VOTING

120
Denig

Nibok

Uaboe

Baitsi

Female

Male

100
80
60
40
20
0
Male

Female

20 - 29

6)

Male

Female

30 - 39

Male

Female

Male

Female

40-49
50-59
60-69
VOTERS IN AGE GROUPS & GENDER

Male

Female

Male

70-79

ELECTION SCHEDULE:
The following electoral schedule was gazetted upon the issuing of the Speaker’s writ.

ELECTORAL Act
- Issue of writ -

weeks before polling day

- At least days after issue of writ –
publish the roll in the Govt Gazette.
- close of roll pm
days before
polling day
– nominations commence at am
the day after the roll closes
– nominations close at pm
days before polling day
- a candidate can withdraw no later
than
pm, days before polling day
sec
amended from days
–
pm days prior to polling day
– draw for positions
– Polling Day – not later than
weeks after the Writ is issued.
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Week Day
Writ Issued Thursday
Publish Roll Tuesday

nd December

th December,

Close of Roll pm Thursday, 9th
December,
Nominations Open 9am Friday, th
December,
Nominations Close pm Thursday, th January
Last day for candidate withdrawal
noon, Wednesday, th January

Draw for position on ballot paper
noon, Thursday, th January
Polling Day – Thursday 9th January

Female

80-89
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7)

BUDGET & EXPENDITURE:
of the Act, Parliament must ensure that the Electoral Commission is

According to section

allocated sufficient resources from the national budget for the timely and effective performance of its
duties”. A Supplementary budget provision was approved for a total amount of $
the by-election. Most of the actual expenditure

,

to conduct

% was paid for the electoral officials and

advisers and the rest on supplies, equipment, etc. as indicated below.

Ubenide By-Election 2017 Expenditure Report
Venue hire, 3%

Stationaries, 3%

Misc. , 8%

Catering , 7%

Officials, , 37%

Communication, 15%

Travel , 5%
Uniform &
Printing, 2%

8)

Consultancy 20%

REVENUE:
About

% of the revenue came from candidate fees at $

per candidate fee and the remainder

from purchase of electoral rolls and fines. The Table below summarizes the total amount received.
Ubenide By - Election Revenue 2017
Fees

Charge

Quantity

Total Revenue

Candidate Fees

$500

13

$6,500.00

Non Voters Fine

$20

2

$40.00

National Electoral Roll

$50

1

$50.00

District Roll

$20

8

$160.00

Grand Total

Page

$6,750.00
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9) ADDITIONAL CHANGES:
There were two

significant additional changes made in the by-election. Firstly, the Commission

introduced a photographic display of candidates which were posted within the polling booths to

assist voters in their choice of candidates, and secondly, there was an amendment to the Electoral
Act

which related to the limit of transfer of registration under section

of the Act wherein

there is no transfer of registration for the purpose of a by-election.
10)

VOTER ASSISTED PHOTO DISPLAY:
The photos of candidates were displayed within the polling booth to assist voters with voting the
right candidate of their choice. An exit poll survey was conducted as soon as voters have casted
their votes. A sample of the photo display is appended at Annexure . In general, most of the

respondents were in favor of having a photo display of candidates beside their names and the
photos of candidates assisted with casting their votes as illustrated below.

250

237

Yes

200

100
50

0

160

145
No. of Respondents

150

No

139
105
77
43

Uaboe

40

Baitsi

Denig

300

270

150
100
50
Page

No. of Respondents

250
200

Nibok

Yes

196

No
186

163

52
26

18

14

0
Uaboe

Baitsi

Denig

Nibok
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11)

POLICY AND PROCEDURES:
The following policies and procedures were already established in accordance with the Electoral
Act

12)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

;

Auto registration refund procedure
Polling officials manual
Polling Station Record book
Electoral Officials Manual
Receipt of nomination procedure
Election Observers handbook
Candidate handbook
Registration and Management of Voters Manual
Dowdell Borda Counting Manual
Manual for Preferential Counting

OPERATIONAL TRAINING FOR ELECTORAL OFFICIALS:
The Presiding and Polling officials including the police were given a briefing on the evening of
Tuesday

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
1.
13)

th

January

. Training was held at the Nauru Police Training room on the following:

Polling stations management and layout
Delivery of equipment
Materials available
How to use the record book
Roles of the Presiding Officers, Polling officials and the Police
Voter ID requirement
How to use the indelible ink
Opening & locking ballot boxes procedures
Issuing ballot papers
Exit Poll survey
Assisted voters
Mobile voting
Proxy voting
Offences

TRAINING OF THE SCRUTINEERS AND COUNTING OFFICIALS
This was held on the day before the election of Thursday,

th

January

at the same venue.

Hands on practical training on the preferential counting system including PowerPoint presentation
was presented on the following:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Page

Security
Professional appearance
Balancing
Formality
Counting
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A full briefing and revision of the preferential counting method was further conducted in the afternoon
of the Polling Day to ensure the scrutineers and counting officials were well acquainted with the
preferential counting method as opposed to the Borda count that they were used to.

) PREFERENTIAL COUNTING METHOD
The Electoral Act

the Act specifies a process of counting for a by-election which is different to

the Borda count method used at a general election. Section

of the Act specifies that the method of

counting will be the preferential method whereby a candidate must receive an Absolute Majority to be

elected. Section

] and the minimum number of votes required to receive an absolute majority is

% of the total of the formal ballot papers plus one. The full explanation of the preferential count is

appended at Annexure .
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Chapter
1.

Election Period

NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES:

1.1. The nominations of candidates were opened on Friday,
Thursday,

th

January

th

December

and closed on

. Candidates were also given the opportunity to withdraw their

nominations days before polling day, if they so desired, by
. Candidates were required to pay their $

noon on Wednesday,

th

January

fee at NRO prior to completing the nomination

process. All candidates completed and submitted their applications within the specified time
period without exception.

1.2. There were no withdrawals or rejections of applications.
2.

DRAW FOR BALLOT POSITIONS:
2.1. The draw for the ballot paper positions was conducted at the Office of the Electoral Commission
at

noon on Thursday

th

January

. Candidates were either present to draw their

positions or representatives were sent on their behalf. The draw was conducted by the Electoral
Commissioner with the assistance of Deputy Commissioners using the following procedure.
1.

2.

3.

The procedure of the draw was briefly explained to the candidates/representatives.

Candidates/representatives who were absent had their positions drawn by the Electoral
Commissioner.

A small food container was used for the draw with post it notes placed inside each small
plastic cup to avoid the paper sticking to each other.

5.

Candidates were listed in their nomination order and each name was called out in that order.

6.

position on the ballot paper.

4.

7.

Candidates or representatives were requested to draw a number from a container for their

The number drawn was then written beside the candidate’s name on the board display.
Candidates were required to have their passport size photo taken.

2.2 The candidate list was published in the gazette later in the afternoon as well as GIO and
announcements by Radio Nauru and Nauru TV.

2.3 The policy for the photo display is appended at Annexure .
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3

MOBILE VOTING:

3.1 A police escort accompanied the electoral officials as they visited each home including the hospital and
correctional center. Out of the

applications for Mobile Voting, there were in-patient voters at RON

hospital and voters at the Correctional Center. Most of the mobile voting
individual homes as illustrated below.

% were conducted at

MOBILE VOTING UBENIDE
Hospital
14%
Correctional
10%
Homes
76%

4.

PROXY VOTING:

4.1 The proxy voting allows for a voter to cast up to additional votes, plus their own. All proxy
applications received were processed and approved. The Electoral Commissioner visited Kiribati to
process the proxy applications due to the complaints received regarding limited internet as well as to
ensure integrity of the proxy applications. The total number of proxy applications that were approved
was
per the following:

Page
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Denig
14
11%

Total Summary of Proxies by Districts
Baitsi
26
20%
Uaboe
31
23%

Nibok
60
46%

Denig

Uaboe

Baitsi

Proxies Breakdown by Areas

25

Number of Proxies Received

Nibok

20
Denig

Nibok

Uaboe

Baitsi

15
10
5
0

Locations Received from

.

.

.

Page

The overseas embassies/consulates were automatically appointed to oversee the proxy process. In
areas where there are no offices, then legal local authorities were empowered in accordance with
section
of the Act. No other individual persons were appointed by the Electoral Commissioner to
be a witness. An email copies of all applications were received for processing.

POLLING DAY:

The officials briefing was conducted between the hour of am and : am. Breakfast and uniforms
were provided to the officials and all equipment/materials were checked, verified and dispatched to
the polling stations.

ELECTORAL COMMISSION REPORT
.

.

Polling commenced at am without any incident. There were two complaints received from Baitsi and
Denigomodu Districts regarding omission of names on the electoral roll and wrongful placement of
ballot papers. Complaints were lodged by a voter from Baitsi and another from Denigomodu regarding
omission of their names on the electoral roll albeit they were registered in the previous general
election. This was resolved by the Commissioner to issue a determination letter and correct the error
as prescribed under section
a of the Act.
The other issue of placement of a ballot paper in the wrong box was due to the oversight or lack of

proper instruction by the officials for the voter to place the valid ballot paper in the allocated ballot box
and not in the box prepared for the exit poll survey. These issues later became the primary cause for
the delay in the commencement of the count at Parliament House.

.

.

OPENING THE BALLOT BOXES:
All polling stations reported to have closed their stations at pm. The ballot boxes were delivered to

the Parliament House under police escort accompanied by the Presiding officer. The first lot of ballot

boxes to be received by the Electoral Commissioner at pm were from the Mobile Polling Institutions
.

followed by the main polling stations.

It was discovered during the balancing period after the ballot boxes were opened that the ballot papers

for Denigomodu and Baitsi didn’t add up. After numerous recounts, it was determined the unaccounted

ballot papers could be inadvertently placed in the box for the exit poll and after further searching they

were retrieved and all votes were accounted for. Moreover, it was further determined that the Presiding
officials on duty neglected to adjust his/her record book for the correction that was made for the

omissions in the electoral roll. As a result, the actual counting commenced late and completed around
am.

.

THE DECLARATION OF RESULT:

7. The Cou t
At the counting center, ten (10) counting officials were tasked to do the following:
a.

Templating- checking for irregularities on ballot papers.

b.

Sorting and collating- staff work both sides of the table to sort preferences.

c.

Counting- ballot papers are counted in bundles of 50.

7. Valid Votes
The total number of valid votes confirmed was 1,513 which was used to determine the absolute
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majority of votes needed (50+1) for a candidate to be elected which was calculated to be 758 votes or
more. The outcome of the count was that Mrs. Gabrissa Hartman exceeded the absolute majority by gaining
817 votes from Mr. Wawani Dowiyogo with 696 votes. Mrs. Hartman was therefore declared the elected
member to fill the vacancy for UBENIDE Constituency.
7.

I alid Votes:

The total number of invalid votes was confirmed to be

•
•
•
•

.

after checking for formality on the following:

it is not authenticated by the initials of the Presiding Officer;
no vote has been recorded on it;
the vote is recorded on the ballot paper otherwise than in accordance with section
it contains a mark or writing which will identify the voter.

A ballot paper is not to be treated as informal if, in the opinion of the Electoral Commissioner that the
voter’s intention is clear.

7.5 The breakdown of the results is appended at Annexure 6.
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CHAPTER :

POST-ELECTION PERIOD

. NON- VOTERS:
.

Most of the non-voters comprising of % of permanent and temporary residences were overseas
at the time of the election. All non-voters have a valid excuse except for who were required to pay
a fine of $ . The illustration below provides the reasons for not voting in each district.
REASONS FOR NOT VOTING

Insufficient
Duplicate
Deceased Excuses
5%
1%
2%
Mentally
Infirmed
4%

Sick
12%

Overseas
76%

Summary Breakdown of Non-Voter by District
Denig
27
17%

Baitsi
30
19%
Uaboe
40
26%

Denig

Nibok
59
38%

Nibok

Uaboe

Baitsi

. COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS:
.

The Commission received one

request for a recount from one of the candidates. The request for

recount was a to contest the use of the preferential system used; b to request for a total breakdown
of results c allegations of discrepancies in the voting count.

.

In reply to this request the Electoral Commissioner deemed that there were no real substantive issues
to consider for an order to do a recount. The candidate was advised that the use of the preferential
counting system was prescribed under section

Page

of the Act. The breakdown of the results was
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provided to the candidate and explained in detailed the progressive score and the outcome. The

Commissioner further explained that if the system had used the Borda count then the outcome would

have been different. Apart from this, there were no other petitions submitted for dispute in the Court of
Disputed Returns.

. OBSERVATION AND LESSONS LEARNT
.

The Commission noted that there were some confusions regarding the outcome of the results. The
use of the preferential counting method including the lack of awareness was a contributing factor.

The last time a by-election took place in Nauru was in
.

and the time span since then have left

many of our young voters today without prior knowledge of the preferential system.

The Commission further noted that, due to time constraint, it can only conduct one voters’ session
and a candidates’ session where the use of the preferential system was fully discussed. Moreover,
the number of attendees was reported to be less than

people and similar turnout was noted in

the previous general election. An effective and comprehensive communication strategy will need
.

to be developed if voters are to be fully informed and satisfied with the outcome of the election.

It was further noted that there was dissatisfaction with the lengthy delay to broadcast the results

during the counting process. The Commission was of the view that since it has yet to determine the
result during the counting process that it was not required to announce any progressive result

until confirmed. However, after further consideration, and for the sake of transparency if not to
avoid confusion and conflict, it may be deemed prudent to announce the progressive results in
future by-elections.

. RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

In consideration of the issues raised in this report, the Commission recommends the following:
a.

Based on its observation, public feedback and the exit poll survey that was conducted on
the effectiveness of the photo display of candidates to assist voters, amendment to
Schedule

of the Electoral Act

to include a photo display of the candidates

alongside their names on the ballot paper in future elections needs to be considered for
implementation.
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b.

To ensure transparency and avoid confusion in the result of the by-election, that
progressive results will need to be announced throughout the counting process.

c.

In accordance with section

of the Act that appointment of presiding officers and

election officials needs to be addressed on a longer term in order to carry out the

provisions of the Act with due diligence including intensive and detailed training in he
long run.
d.

In order to increase awareness and knowledge of our electoral system, that a

communication strategy needs to be developed to ensure the general public is well
informed and be satisfied with the electoral results.
e.

Increase further training of its staff and electoral officials to cover all aspects of the

preferential and Dowdell system and their important role in ensuring all votes are
accounted for.
f.

Constant update to ensure accuracy of the electoral roll and to avoid duplicates, or eligible
voters being turned away because his/her name is not on the roll.
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. ANNEXURES
a.

Ca didate I for atio sessio

. Prefere tial Ma ual
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Annexure 1: Candidates and Voters Session

CANDIDATES
INFORMATION SESSION
Ubenide Parliamentary
By-Election January 2017

Electoral Commission1 | P a g e

OPENING PRAYER

Welcome Speech

Electoral Commission2 | P a g e

Why Are We Here?

1. To Inform
2.To provide opportunity for questions
3. To get feedback of any concerns

Electoral Commission3 | P a g e

TOPICS FOR TONIGHT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Key Dates
Legislative Change
Proxy and Mobile Voting
Polling Day
Preferential Count
Electoral Offences
Nomination Process

Electoral Commission4 | P a g e

Key Dates
1.Close of Roll Thursday 29 December
2. Nominations Open Friday 30 December, 9am
3. Nominations Close Thursday 5 January 5pm
sharp
4. Candidate Withdrawal closes Wednesday 11
January – midday
5. Draw for Ballot Paper position Thursday 12
January – 12 midday
Electoral Commission5 | P a g e

Legislative Change
Since the new Electoral Act the following
amendments have been made:
➢ No fee for first time Auto Enrolees
➢ Ink on forefinger
➢ Reduction in Nomination Fee
➢ Mobile voting – at home
➢ No transfers of registration at a by-election.
Electoral Commission6 | P a g e

Purchase of the Roll

➢
➢
➢

District Roll $20 each
Ubenide Roll $50
Available now

Electoral Commission7 | P a g e

Proxy & Mobile Voting
➢
➢

Applications for Proxy and Mobile voting commence
Friday 30 December
➢
Mobile Voting application closes Tuesday 17
January - 9am
➢
Proxy Applications close Wednesday 18 January 9am

Electoral Commission8 | P a g e

P
Proxy Voting
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Overseas voter completes form as far as possible.
Signs in front of an eligible witness
Scans and emails form
Proxy voter signs form
Electoral Commissioner issues Authorisation form.

Electoral Commission9 | P a g e

Mobile Voting

➢
➢
➢
➢

Voting in Hospital
Correctional services
Voting at home
All require written application

Electoral Commission10 | P a g e

Mobile Voting

➢ Applications for voting at home must be
accompanied by a medical certificate
➢ Applications Close Tuesday 17 January 9am

Electoral Commission11 | P a g e

Polling Day

➢
➢
➢
➢

Polling stations will have one issuing point
Voter ID
Ink
Ballot box Guard

Electoral Commission12 | P a g e

Voter ID

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Passport
Drivers licence
Employment ID Card
Bank Card
Birth Certificate
Student ID Card

Electoral Commission13 | P a g e

Voting

➢
➢
➢
➢

Preferential Order
Secret Voting
Assisted Voting
Spoiled Ballot paper

Electoral Commission14 | P a g e

Valid Votes

➢
➢
➢

Numbered consecutively
No ticks or crosses
Number the whole ballot paper

Electoral Commission15 | P a g e

Invalid Votes

➢
➢
➢
➢

Not initialled on the back by staff
No numbers recorded
Not enough numbers recorded
A mark that will identify the voter

Electoral Commission16 | P a g e

Non-Voters

➢ Voters who do not vote will be fined $20 if they
cannot provide a fair and reasonable excuse.
➢ Voters can choose to go to court.
➢ The court can fine not exceeding $200

Electoral Commission17 | P a g e

Count

➢ Preferential Counting
➢ All votes are sorted to their first
preference
➢ If a candidate has an absolute majority
they are elected.

Electoral Commission18 | P a g e

Count

Absolute Majority
➢ 50% of the valid vote + one vote
➢ Eg 1,000 valid votes / two + one = 501
votes needed to win.

Electoral Commission19 | P a g e

Count

➢ If no candidate has received an absolute
majority then the candidate with the lowest
number of otes is Excluded
➢ The ballot papers of the excluded candidate
are distributed to the other candidates according
to their second preference.

Electoral Commission20 | P a g e

Count
➢ After the excluded votes are distributed –
check for an absolute majority.
➢ If no absolute majority is achieved then the
next candidate with the lowest votes is
distributed
➢ And so on

Electoral Commission21 | P a g e

Templating
➢ The 2016 General Election introduced
templating
➢ For Constituencies with more than 10
candidates
➢ It is expected to be used for Ubenide by
election

Electoral Commission22 | P a g e

Recount

➢ A recount can be requested
➢ It must be in writing
➢ State reasons for request
➢ Within 24 hours of the results being
declared

Electoral Commission23 | P a g e

Electoral Offences

Ballot Papers
➢ Remove ballot papers form a PP
➢ Place other papers in the ballot box

Electoral Commission24 | P a g e

Electoral Offences

➢ Apart from a purchased roll, a person
cannot possess a roll or manipulate the roll
electronically
➢ The roll cannot be used for commercial
purposes

Electoral Commission25 | P a g e

Campaigning

➢ No destruction of Campaign material
➢ No Campaign material within 200 meters of
the polling place

Electoral Commission26 | P a g e

Campaigning

Within 200 metres of the polling place
➢ No demonstrations
➢ No Canvassing
➢ No Inducing the voter
➢ No questioning the voter about how they
will vote or how they voted

Electoral Commission27 | P a g e

Influencing

➢ Police must not influence a voter
➢ A person must not accept a bribe for voting
– both people are guilty
➢ No intimidation of a person to refrain from
voting.

Electoral Commission28 | P a g e

Influencing

➢
➢

Do not obstruct a voter
It is an offence to influence voters by
Treati g the
ith cash, food, e tertai
etc

Electoral Commission29 | P a g e

e t

Disruption - Disobedience

➢ Do not intrude in the polling place to disrupt or
disturb the election
➢ A voter can be removed from the PP for not
following lawful directions
➢ Voting in a other perso ’s name – (except for
proxy voting)

Electoral Commission30 | P a g e

Ink

➢

Refuse inspection of forefinger for ink

Electoral Commission31 | P a g e

Nominations

➢ Commenced Friday 30 December 2017
➢ Candidate must be enrolled in the Constituency
for which they have been nominated
➢ A candidate must be qualified to be elected to
parliament

Electoral Commission32 | P a g e

Disqualifications

➢ Undischarged bankrupt or insolvent
➢ Convicted or under sentence for a sentence of
more than 1 year
➢ Holds an office of profit
➢ Not a public servant for 3 months prior to
submitting their nomination

Electoral Commission33 | P a g e

Lodging a Nomination

➢ Signed by two voters who are registered in the
same constituency as the Candidate.
➢ Signed by the Candidate
➢ Delivered to the office with $500 before the
close of nominations.
➢ Nominations closed at 5pm sharp

Electoral Commission34 | P a g e

Acceptance or Rejection

➢ If the above three points comply the
nomination will be accepted
➢ The candidate will be given a slip to pay at
Revenue Office of $500

Electoral Commission35 | P a g e

Withdrawal

➢

11 Wednesday January 2017 at noon is the last
day for withdrawals.

Electoral Commission36 | P a g e

Draw for Ballot Position

➢ Thursday 12 January noon
➢ Candidates or their representative draw a
number from an opaque container
➢ The number drawn represents the position on
the ballot paper

Electoral Commission37 | P a g e

Candidate Photo

➢ To assist voters in recognising candidates
➢ To improve voter understanding when
casting their ballot
➢ Submit by 5pm Monday 16 Jan

Electoral Commission38 | P a g e

Ballot Papers

➢ Surname appears first
➢ E.g. □ SMITH John
➢ If there are two names similar the
Commissioner will add a distinguishing mark –
eg second name.

Electoral Commission39 | P a g e

Website

➢

http://election.com.nr

Electoral Commission40 | P a g e

Annexure 2: Preferential Manual

Standard Preferential System
Republic of Nauru

1. Background
The Electoral Act 2016 (the Act) specifies a process of counting for a by-election which is different to the
Borda count method used at a general election.
This document has been developed to assist the Electoral Commission in executing a Standard
Preferential count for a by-election.

2. Formality
The formality of a ballot paper is the same for both the Borda count and the Standard Preferential
count and is detailed in sec 82 of the Act.

3. Absolute Majority
A candidate must receive an Absolute Majority to be elected. Sec 86(2).
The minimum number of votes required to receive an absolute majority is 50% of the total of the formal
ballot papers plus one.
Example – if there are 1000 ballot papers and 46 are invalid, then only 954 ballot papers can be
distributed.
The number of votes required for a candidate to be elected is 478. That is (954/2)+1= 478.
If the number calculated results in a fraction, then the figure should be rounded up.
Example – If there are 1000 ballot papers and 47 are invalid then only 953 ballot papers can be
distributed.
The number of votes required for a candidate to be elected is 478. That is (953/2)+1= 477.5
Rounded up = 488
If any candidate has received an absolute majority, then they can be declared elected. If there is no
candidate with an absolute majority then the preferences must be distributed.

1. Reporting the number of First Preference Votes

Sec 86 (1) requires the Electoral Commission to ascertain the first preference votes for each candidate
and to make out and sign a statement setting out the number of first preference votes given for each
candidate.

2. Distributing Preferences
If no candidate has received an absolute majority after sorting to first preferences, then the candidate
ith the lo est u e of p efe e es is Ex luded f o the ou t. The allot pape s fo the ex luded
candidate are taken and given to the candidate that has been given the second preference.
Once all the ballot papers of the excluded candidate have been distributed, the total for each candidate
is totalled again. If a candidate has received an absolute majority then they are declared elected. If
there is no elected candidate then the next candidate with the lowest number of preferences is
excluded from the count.
The ballot papers are viewed again for the 2nd preference OR if the second preference has already been
excluded then to the 3rd preference (the next candidate that the voter preferred).
The total for each candidate is totalled again and a check is done to see if the candidate has received an
absolute majority.
The process of excluding candidates with the least number of votes and distributing their preferences
continues until a candidate is elected with an absolute majority.

3. Resolving a Tie for Exclusion
When excluding a candidate it is found that two or more candidates have an equal number of votes, the
Act requires the following :Refer to the previous count to see if one candidate had a lesser number of votes. If so, then this is the
candidate to be excluded.
If at the previous count the candidates were still tied, then refer to another previous count and so on.
If the candidates remained tied in all counts then the Electoral Commissioner must decide which
candidate is to be excluded by lot.
In the presence of both candidates and a police officer sec 87(5), the Electoral Commissioner places the
names of the candidates concerned into an opaque containe a d ad ises those p ese t that the a e
of the candidate that is drawn out of the container will be excluded f o the ou t .

4. Resolving a Tie for the Winner.
If the last remaining two candidates are tied and neither has an absolute majority the same process is
followed for resolving a tie for exclusion. That is:-

Refer to the previous count to see if one candidate had a lesser number of votes. If so, then this is the
candidate to be excluded.
If at the previous count the candidates were still tied, then refer to another previous count and so on.
If the candidates remained tied in all counts then the Electoral Commissioner must decide which
candidate is to be excluded by lot.
In the presence of both candidates and a police officer sec 87(5), the Electoral Commissioner places the
a es of the a didates o e ed i to a opa ue o tai e a d ad ises those p ese t that the
name of the candidate that is drawn out of the container will be the winner of the ele tio .

5. Declaration of Results
As per previous elections sec 88, the Electoral Commissioner must publicly declare the winner of the
by-election and display the notice in public places. Govt. office in Yaren, Internet and the Electoral
Commission Office.
The notice should be signed and stamped with the Electoral Commission seal.

Annexure 3: Candidate Photos in Ballot Order for By-Election 2017

Candidates for Ubenide By-Election 2017

DETUDAMO, Ken

ALIKLIK, Reagan

ALIKLIK, Kay

ADEANG, Vyko

BAM, Ricky Adde

DOWIYOGO, Berrick

TEIMITSI, Albert

DIEMA, Peter

HARTMAN, Gabrissa

DOWIYOGO, Wawani

DETAGEOUWA, David

DOWIYOGO, David

AMWANO, Aloysius

NUMBER ALL THE
BOXES ON THE
BALLOT PAPER
THE ORDER OF
YOUR CHOICE.

Annexure 4: Explanation of Standard Preferential Counting Method
Counting the Votes in a By-Election (section 86 & 87)
Only valid votes can be included in the count.
86 Counting of votes and determination of result of by-election
(1) In respect of votes marked on valid ballot papers in a by-election, the Electoral
Commissioner:
(a) must ascertain the total number of first preference votes given for each candidate; and
(b) must make out and sign a statement setting out the number of first preference votes
given for each candidate, and certify, by endorsement on the copy of the writ received,
the like particulars.
(2) The candidate who has received the largest number of first preference votes is, if that number
constitutes an absolute majority of votes, elected as a member for the constituency for which he
was a candidate for election.
(3) If no candidate has received an absolute majority of first preference votes, the Electoral
Commissioner must proceed with the scrutiny and counting of votes as follows:
(a) a second count of the ballot papers must be made;
(b) on the second count the candidate who has received the fewest first preference votes
is excluded, and each ballot paper counted to him must be counted to the candidate next
i order of the voter’s preference;
(c) if a candidate then has an absolute majority of votes he or she is elected, but if no
candidate then has an absolute majority of votes, the process of excluding the candidate
who has the fewest votes and counting each of his ballot papers to the unexcluded
a didate ext i order of the voter’s prefere e ust e repeated u til o e a didate has
received an absolute majority of votes; and
(d) the candidate who has then received an absolute
majority of votes is elected for that constituency.
(4) If on any count two or more candidates have an equal number of votes and one of them has to
be excluded, the Electoral Commissioner must determine under section 87 the candidate to be
excluded.

87 Determination of exclusion of candidate
(1) In this section: relevant candidate means a candidate who may be excluded as a result of the
Ele toral Co
issio er’s deter i atio .
(2) If the Electoral Commissioner is required, under section 85(4) or 86(4), to determine a candidate
or candidates to be excluded, the Electoral Commissioner must:
(a) in relation to each relevant candidate, deduct from the total value of the votes received by
the candidate the value that was derived from last preference votes; and
(b) identify which of the relevant candidates has the highest remaining value of votes after
making the deduction; and
(c) exclude each other relevant candidate.
(3) If, after making the deduction, the remaining value of votes for each of the relevant candidates
remains equal, the Electoral Commissioner must repeat the procedure of deduction in respect of
second-last preference votes, third-last preference votes, and so on, until it is possible to identify one
candidate with the highest remaining value of votes and to exclude the other relevant candidate or
candidates.
If it is not possible to exclude any candidate under subsection (2) or (3) because the preference
votes received by each of the relevant candidates are equal in every respect, the Electoral
Commissioner must determine by lot a candidate or candidates to be excluded using a random
method of selection such as:

(a) tossing a coin; or
(b) drawing the names out of a container in such matter that the Electoral Commissioner
cannot see which names he or she is drawing.
(5) A determination by lot under subsection (4) must be made in the presence of each of the relevant
candidates and a police officer.

Annexure 5: DISPLAY OF CANDIDATE PHOTOS IN THE POLLING PLACE POLICY
1. INTRODUCTION:
1.1.

The Ele toral Co
issio the Co
issio
as reated u der the Ele toral A t
6
the A t to ad i ister the A t hi h is a A t to regulate the o du t of the election of
Me ers of the Parlia e t of Nauru. The Co
issio ’s role a d duties are pro ided i the
Act including processes and procedures for free and fair elections.

1.2.

In doing so, the Electoral Commission may from time to time explore initiatives to improve
oter a are ess a d i pro e the oter’s a ilit ast a i for ed a d alid ote.

1.3.

This policy proposes to display a photo of each candidate in the polling place to assist
voters who may have low literacy to cast an informed vote.

1.4.

It is proposed to test the effectiveness of this policy in the forthcoming Ubenide byelection to be held on 19 January 2017.

2. LAWS AND REGULATIONS
2.1.

There is no law that provides for or prevents the display of candidate photos in the polling
place in the Electoral Act 2016, its Amendments or Regulations.

3. FORM OF DISPLAY
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
3.5.

The Electoral Commission proposes to display an appropriately sized poster in each polling
booth so that the voter can consider the information while casting their vote.
The a didates’ photos will be displayed on the poster in no particular order.
The poster ill ad ise the oter to Nu er ALL the o es fro
– X in the order of your
hoi e .
The poster will attempt to display all candidates in one continuous column.
If there are so many candidates that a continuous column is not practical then a second
column of names can appear with a clear arrow showing the continuation.

4. REQUIREMENTS OF CANDIDATES
4.1.

4.2.
4.3.
4.4.
4.5.
4.6.
4.7.

To ensure that a candidate does not receive an unfair advantage through this process,
the Electoral Commission will issue the requirements with regard to the type and style of
photo that can be provided.
Photos will be based on the requirements of a Nauru passport photo.
The photo must be current and therefore must have been taken within the last 3 months.
The photo must be of the head and neck only.
The photo must have a light or white background and the face must not be washed out by
the flash.
The photo must not be so dark that the facial details of the face cannot be seen.
There must be only one person in the photo.

4.8.

Unlike a passport photo the candidate can be smiling and can wear glasses if they normally
do so.

4.9.

The photo must be of good quality so that when the Electoral Commission scans the photo
the detail will not be reduced.

4.10. Two copies must be supplied with the name of the candidate written clearly on the back of
each.

4.11. Photos must be supplied either in person to the Electoral Commission Office in Aiwo by COB Monday
16 January 2017.
4.12. Candidates who do not supply a photo will still have their name displayed on the poster, but where
their photo should ha e ee pri ted, the ords No photo supplied ill appear.
5. REVIEW OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC POSTERS
5.1.
5.2.

The Electoral Commission may conduct some exit polls at the polling places to ascertain the
effectiveness of the posters.
The voter will not be asked who they voted for but may be asked the following: 5.2.1. Did ou oti e the posters i the polli g ooth ith the a didates’ photos?
5.2.2. Did the poster assist you to cast your vote?

5.2.3.When you saw, the photos did you change who you were originally going to vote for?
5.2.4. Were the posters clear or confusing?
5.2.5. If confusing – why?
5.2.6. Do you think these posters should be displayed at every election?
5.3. The results will be reported in the by-election report.

LODGEMENT OF CANDIDATE PHOTOGRAPH

I, ……………….…........................................................................................................................................
Insert the full name of the candidate – Please write clearly

of...............................................................................................................................................................
Insert name of Constituency in which the candidate is registered

Submit two photos photos for the polling place posters and declare that they are not more than 3 months old.

I understand that the photo must be:•
•
•

Taken with a light background
Be of my head and neck
My face must be clear – eg not blurry, not too dark and not too light.

This form and the photos must be lodged by 5pm on Monday 16 January 2017 or by email
at elections@election.com

......................................................................................................................................
Signature of Candidate

Dated............../................../2016
(Office use only)
Confirm Name
and glue one photo here.

Exit Poll Questions
1
2
3
4
5
6



Did you notice the posters in the polling booth
ith the a didates’ photos?
Did the poster assist you to cast your vote?
When you saw the photos did you change who
you were originally going to vote for?
Were the posters clear or confusing?

2
3
4
5
6





Yes

No





Yes

No





Yes

No





Clear

Confusing

If confusing – why?_____________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Do you think these posters should be displayed 

at every election
Yes
No



Male Female

1





20-30



31-50



51 +

Did you notice the posters in the polling booth
ith the a didates’ photos?
Did the poster assist you to cast your vote?
When you saw the photos did you change who
you were originally going to vote for?
Were the posters clear or confusing?





Yes

No





Yes

No





Yes

No





Clear

Confusing

If confusing – why?_____________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Do you think these posters should be displayed 

at every election
Yes
No



Male Female



20-30



31-50



51 +

Annexure 6: Breakdown of Ubenide Results.

Required for Absolute Majority:

758

total number of Formal Votes / 2 +1 Rounded up

Names

Preferential votes
1st
Tally
2nd

Tally

3rd

Tally

4th

Tally

5th

Tally

6th

Tally

7th

Tally

8th

Tally

9th

Tally

10th

Tally

11th

Tally

12th

Detudamo, Ken

46

2

48

2

50

1

51

-51

Excl

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Adeang, Vyko

178

1

179

4

183

10

193

14

207

7

214

6

220

14

234

28

262

-262

Excl

0

0

0

0

Teimitsi, Albert

32

1

33

-33

Excl

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dowiyogo, Wawani

289

3

292

8

300

9

309

5

314

3

317

20

337

14

351

362
11

431
69

561
130

696
135

Detageouwa, David

70

2

72

2

74

2

76

1

77

13

90

7

97

-97

Excl

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Aliklik, Reagan

271

0

271

7

278

3

281

5

286

8

294

4

298

11

309

31

340

51

391

56

447

-447

Excl

Bam, Ricky Adde

44

0

44

0

44

-44

Excl

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Diema, Peter

227

2

229

0

229

5

234

5

239

6

245

9

254

2

256

265
9

295
30

0

Excl
-295

0

Dowiyogo, David

21

-21

Excl

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Amwano, Aloysius

54

4

58

0

58

0

58

1

59

-59

Excl

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Aliklik, Kay

61

2

63

1

64

7

71

7

78

12

90

7

97

40

137

-137

Excl

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dowiyogo, Berrick

63

2

65

7

72

1

73

3

76

2

78

-78

Excl

0

0

0
0

Hartman, Gabrissa
Tally formal votes

157
1513

Total formal votes

1513

Informal papers
Total ballot

37
1550

2
0

159
1513

2
0

161
1513

6
0

167
1513

10
0

177
1513

8
0

185
1513

25
0

210
1513

16
0

226
1513

58
0

0
0

284
1513

112
0

0
0

396
1513

109
0

0
0

505
1513

312
0

817
1513

Elected

